
WRITING AWARD NOMINATIONS EXAMPLES OF HYPERBOLE

Writing an award nomination is quite the tricky task. by an individual using the most appropriate words that do not seem
to be an exaggeration. For example, you may write that your particular nominee volunteered in a.

Despite the large class size, students responded positively and engaged fully throughout this course. If a
discipline-specific term must be used, remember to define it for the reader within the context of the letter. She
used an in-depth and authentic case to compassionately lead us towards understanding the complexity of the
situation. For example: Dr. Be explicit Be explicit when describing what the nominee has done to make her or
himself stand out, why this was important to you, and what difference she or he has made to you and others. If
they include acronyms, they are also clearly spelled out and put in context. One needs to strike the right
balance between these two extremes. It could be that the nominee did not do anything different from others
and hence, this may not be enough to get an award. Structure of an award nomination letter Now that you
know how to write an award nomination letter, the next thing in line is to see how you can structure your
claims in a coherent and cohesive manner so that the right message is conveyed in the most effective way. In
short, words that develop authenticity and trust should be incorporated organically to make sure the overall
text is logical and persuasive in a very subtle way. I recall a specific case study which had us reflect on how
the opioid crisis in Canada was impacting adolescents. White is an incredibly dedicated and generous
colleague. How do I find the right words to present my nominee? I continue to carry these skills with me, even
at the Thanksgiving table with my family! However, we all know how hard it can be if someone comes to you
and asks you for you to recommend them for an award nomination. That is, if an award is being given for
community work, it would not be appropriate to highlight the educational achievements of your nominee.
Rather, the text should contain words and sentences that sound more authentic. What impact have their
contributions had on you? Know that taking the time to prepare a letter of a support makes a difference â€” to
the nominee, nominators, departments, faculties, and awards adjudication committee members. White
consistently used case-studies to provide us with an opportunity to explore what we were covering in class.
This new understanding has carried over into other areas of my academic studies and given me the confidence
and language to engage in meaningful conversations with family and friends about this challenging topic.
What makes this nominee memorable? Thank you for your commitment to acknowledging those who expand
our thinking, strengthen our teaching and learning community, and touch our lives in so many meaningful and
diverse ways.


